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Abstract. The mechanism of nanostructuring by illumina-
tion of scanning probe tips is examined. For that purpose the
tip of a scanning tunneling microscope is illuminated with
nanosecond and femtosecond laser pulses. The observation of
a transient increase of the tunneling current on the timescale
of µs is indicative of thermal expansion, which amounts to
severalnm for the energy density necessary for the purpose of
nanostructuring. Furthermore, quantized electrical resistance
can be observed upon illumination, which shows the forma-
tion of mechanical contact between tip and surface. Thus it
is concluded that the appearance of nanostructures (craters
or mounds) is dominated by the cohesion properties of the
tip/sample combination. Finally it is shown that even a huge
increase of the involved electromagnetic field, reached by the
reduction of the pulse length from10 nsto 100 fs, does not
change this scenario.

PACS: 42.62.-b; 61.16.Ch; 65.70.+y

Recent experiments have shown the possibility of surface
nanostructuring by illumination of a scanning microscope tip
with ns laser pulses [1–5]. This seems to be a promising
method since a high degree of reproducibility has been re-
ported [3–5]. Furthermore this method is applicable to differ-
ent materials (for exampleAu, Au/Pd, Ti, PMMA, polycar-
bonate, organic media) as well as with different kinds of mi-
croscopes (AFM and STM) [3–5]. However, the responsible
mechanism is controversial. On one hand field enhancement
in the vicinity of the tip and subsequent field evaporation is
proposed, while thermal effects are ruled out [1–5]. On the
other hand mechanical contact as a result of thermal expan-
sion is discussed as well [6–8]. Such thermal effects have also
been observed in other combinations of pulsed laser light with
scanning microscope tips [9–11].

We performed transient measurements of the tunneling
current during such experiments, which should enable us to
distinguish between these two models due to the different
time scales involved. Whereas a field evaporation mechanism
should take place on the time scale of the laser pulse(ns),
a thermal effect occurs with a typical cooling time in the

order ofµs (from τ = d2/2D one can estimate a relaxation
time of 73µs for a tungsten tip with a thermal diffusivityD
of 0.68 cm2/s and a focus diameterd= 100µm). Following
the thermal model it might also be possible to observe in-
dications of the mechanical contact, for example quantized
conductance of the junction formed upon illumination. There-
fore we present measurements of the gap resistance of a STM
upon illumination with ans laser pulse. Finally a compari-
son of current transients after illumination withnsandfs laser
pulses, respectively, is shown.

1 Experimental

All experiments were performed under ambient conditions
with a home-built STM using etched PtIr or W tips on thin
gold films on mica or glass substrates. For the first part of the
measurements a mildly focused Q-switchedNd:YAG laser
pulse was applied for the illumination (0.1 mm diameter).
The angle of incidence was75◦ with respect to the tip axis.
The frequency-doubled pulse (532 nm) with a pulse width of
7 ns(full width at half maximum) was used. The energy dens-
ity of the pulse was controlled by two thin film polarizers, in
order to keep the beam profile constant.

For the comparison ofns/fs laser pulses aTi:sapphire
laser system was used. This system consists of a frequency-
doubled cwNd:YAG laser, aTi:sapphire oscillator and a re-
generative amplifier, pumped by a Q-switched frequency-
doubledNd:YAG. The laser system emits100-fs pulses of
energies up to10 mJat a wavelength of800 nm. The regen-
erative amplifier can be used without the injection of a seed
pulse and emits then10-nspulses. Therefore a comparison of
fs andnspulses at an identical wavelength is possible. Once
again the adjustment of the pulse energy was performed by
two thin film polarizers.

The transient current was measured directly with a current
amplifier (1 MΩ resistor in series with the gap resistance and
a following voltage amplification of 100) that has a response
time on the order of30µs. The gap voltage measurement was
performed on the basis of an instrumentation amplifier (Burr-
Brown INA 110).

http://www.springerlink.com/content/100501/
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2 Results and discussion

For a comparison of our results with other nanostructuring
experiments we first determined the threshold energy for the
appearance of nanostructures. For this purpose the tip was
approached to the surface at typical tunneling conditions of
1 nA and at an applied voltage of300 mV. Figure 1 shows the
appearance of aAu surface after the illumination of aPt/Ir
tip with a pulse of the energy density400 mJ/cm2. A hillock
can be observed with a diameter of about40 nmand a height
of 30 nm. This surface structure as well as the energy density
used are similar to earlier studies of other groups [1–5].

Next we measured the transient tunneling current at en-
ergy densities in the order of1 mJ/cm2, which is distinctly
below the threshold for nanostructuring. The result is de-
picted in Fig. 2 for a tip of W and PtIr, respectively. Att = 0
the laser pulse hits the surface (att = −1 ms the feedback
loop was switched off) and a steep increase of the tunneling
current appears. After reaching a maximum of roughly5 nA
the current decreases once again on a timescale of280µs for
the PtIr tip and60µs for the W tip. The exact value of this re-
laxation time varies from tip to tip, but nevertheless all values
observed in our experiments were above the time resolution
of the amplifier (30µs). Similar values for tungsten tips have
also been observed by Lyubinetsky et al. [7].

Two main points have to be considered here. First, the ob-
served timescale, in particular for the PtIr tips, is above the
laser pulse length. This is already a strong hint that this ef-
fect is not due to a field effect but is due to thermal expansion.
Second, the timescale observed depends on the tip material.

Fig. 1. Surface topography of aAu film after the illumination of aPt/Ir tip
with a laser pulse of the energy density400 mJ/cm2

Fig. 2. Transient tunneling current after illumination of aPtIr and aW tip
with a laser pulse of the energy density1 mJ/cm2

Since the applied energy density was only slightly different
for the two different tip materials, this implies that the main
contribution is due to thermal expansion of the tip. We at-
tribute the difference in the relaxation times to the different
thermal parameters of the two materials. From the absolute
values of the current changes we can make a crude estimation
of the expansion involved. A current increase of one order
of magnitude corresponds to a thermal expansion of several
Ångstroms under ambient conditions already at energy densi-
ties of 1 mJ/cm2. From a more detailed analysis of the tran-
sient current [8] one can determine that at the threshold for
nanostructuring the expansion amounts to severalnm. Thus it
can be concluded that mechanical contact is established.

The occurrence of mechanical contact should lead to
quantization effects in the conductivity and thus in the gap
voltage, which we want to focus on in the following. The be-
haviour of the gap voltage is depicted in Fig. 3 for increasing
energy densities of the laser pulse. The gap voltage reveals
a pronounced minimum on a time scale of100µs. For energy
densities above10 mJ/cm2 the voltage drops to zero within
our accuracy. A further increase of the energy density leads to
the formation of a plateau. The width of this plateau increases
with pulse energy. Then the gap voltage increases back to the
applied bias voltage, while theI −V converter is still in sat-
uration at this time. A similar behaviour for tunneling current
and gap voltage was found for tungsten tips.

It has to be noted that the energy densities used in this ex-
periment are still well below the threshold for the appearance
of nanostructures. Nevertheless the disappearance of the gap
voltage indicates that an electrical, and hence also a mechan-
ical, contact between tip and surface is established. Conse-
quently it might be possible to measure quantized resistance
during the formation and disconnection of the contact. In the
thermal model the expansion has a maximum at the end of
the laser pulse. The approach towards the surface happens on
the timescale of the laser pulse (10 ns) and cannot be resolved
by the temporal resolution of our experimental setup. The
experiment indicates, however, that the retraction occurs on
a much longer time scale. Therefore we studied the increase
of the gap voltage after the plateau in detail. Figure 4a shows
an expanded view of the time-resolved resistivity in this re-
gion. Some traces for the same energy density of200 mJ/cm2

Fig. 3. Transient behaviour of the gap voltage after illumination of aPt/Ir
tip with the energy densities 5, 6, 7.6, 8.6, 10, 10.6, 11.6,12.6 mJ/cm2
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are given [12] (for a better visibility the different traces are
horizontally shifted against one another). Several steps can be
found in these traces. A correlation with multiples of 2e2/h
(marked by horizontal lines) is obvious, as is also shown in
the conductivity histogram (Fig. 4b). It should be mentioned
that the traces are not typical for a series of several shots. In
general the steps are clearly visible in one out of five.

A comparison with calculations from the literature allows
to conclude that a contact was formed. The observation of
multiples of 2e2/h is expected during the breaking of the con-
tact [13–16]. Despite this contact formation we could not
detect the formation of nanostructures below energy densities
of 400 mJ/cm2.

The experiment was then repeated with tungsten tips. Al-
though the time-resolved gap voltage characteristics exhib-
ited a similar behaviour as in Fig. 3, no steps at 2e2/h could
be observed during the experiments. It is remarkable that,
together with the absence of the quantized resistance, the ap-
pearance of the nanostructures formed at higher energy den-
sities by W tips is also changed compared to the PtIr tips.
Instead of hillocks, formed during a laser illumination process
with PtIr, holes are observed upon laser illumination of the
W tip.

This appearance of mounds and craters is also well known
from nanostructuring experiments where contact was estab-
lished [17] or voltage pulses were applied [18, 19]. In some
experiments it was already concluded that field emission is
not the crucial process for the pattern formation [18–20].
Alternatively it was suggested that the extent of cohesion be-
tween tip and surface and a subsequent plastic deformation is

Fig. 4. a Time-resolved resistivity during the breaking of the contact.
b Histogram of the resistivity values observed ina

a

b

Fig. 5. Transient tunneling current after illumination of aPtIr tip with 10-ns
and100-fs laser pulses

the crucial parameter of the pattern formation [17, 19]. This
suggestion agrees completely with the observations made in
our experiments. In the case of high cohesion forces a neck
is formed between tip and surface. During the retraction this
neck is elongated and quantized resistance is observed. After
the breaking of the contact a hillock remains at the surface.
On the other hand for low cohesion forces no neck is formed
and thus no quantization effects can be observed. The result-
ing structure is a crater. Besides this difference in the formed
structure, the appearance of quantization without the creation
of nanostructures indicates the importance of a further param-
eter in the nanostructuring mechanism, which has not been
discussed up to now. This may be the transition from elastic
to plastic deformation, but a final conclusion cannot be drawn
from our measurements at the present time.

Up to this point we could not find any hint on field-
induced effects, although calculations predict pronounced
field enhancement below the tip [21–23]. Obviously the re-
sponse of the tip underns illumination is completely dom-
inated by thermal effects. A possible approach to reduced
thermal effects at the same electromagnetic field intensities
is the use of shorter laser pulses. Therefore we compared the
transient currents upon illumination with10-nsversus100-fs
pulses (Fig. 5). The traces show an almost identical transient
behaviour. Once again these measurements were performed at
energy densities well below the threshold for nanostructuring.
Nevertheless thermal effects are dominating the response of
the tip.

3 Summary

We believe that the observations presented here complete the
model for the formation of nanostructures upon pulse laser
illumination of tips in the vicinity of surfaces. Thermal ex-
pansion leads to an approach of tip and surface. Contact is
formed already at energy densities well below the threshold
for the formation of nanostructures. Depending on the co-
hesion conditions of the tip/surface combination quantized
conductance can be observed during the retraction. At higher
energy densities quantized conductance appears and mounds
are formed during the retraction in the case of large cohe-
sion forces, whereas craters are formed in the opposite case.
Therefore the creation of nanostructures seems to be a pure
thermal/mechanical effect. Although the field enhancement
below the tip may be a large effect for certain tip materials, it
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is completely covered by the fast thermal expansion involved
at the energy densities used. Field effects may becomes ac-
cessible in the case of large tip–sample distances or withfs
pulses and tip materials of small thermal expansion.
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